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Painting always has been emotional substance that shows the music not as sound, but as color
(soundscape) for me. Latvian composer Andrey Selicky started to give me His musical notes as a
gift on my birthdays. Since then I was encouraged to be more concerned about the sound and its
affect to the listener. This music is more or less inspired by Byzantine style structure, I was interested
to show the old graceful tradition in abstraction leading the viewer more away from didactic
moment, and opening more the inside of the person.
Work “Archaic” is made by author technique, and traditionally oil paints (used original music notes
by composer A.Selicky, print of Old Russian alphabet, ink, chalk, gelatin). Work is made in 2014,
size 100 (height) to 130 (wide) cm.
As a painter who has studied in the field of plane air painting – landscape painting in the Art
Academy of Latvia, I have taste of very sensitive coloristic. This sensitiveness comes out from the
music I am using in the painting. It is possible to see the Old Russian alphabet in the center of the
painting “Archaic”, moving the abstract interest from the color to the compositional questions and
forms. I would characterize my paintings as combination of rhythm of music and sound of color.
That is substance which attracts not only eyes of art lovers, but leads towards to the understanding
of abstract art.
Abstract art is like a mirror that shows the inner Ego of the viewer itself, this paradox is why I am
using until now the abstract way of painting. Here the conception of the art work made by the
specific artist steps back as a secondary value, and in front steps the receiver or the viewer, person
who was not involved in the creative process, but who reads the “Archaic” as a book, or listens to it
as a music.
I am interested to see how the materials which I am using in the painting goes together, makes the
rhythm, who the layers of acrylic, gelatin, chalk and ink gives the effect of some old smell, sound
and memory. Material – chalk and paper are different sensitiveness, they give a reference to the
music which comes from A.Selicky’s composed works.
I am using Soundscape idea for my next project in Riga contemporary art space (2016), will explore
more composers’ music (Arvo Part’s (EE), David Punto’s (USA, DE), Andrey Selicky (LV)) and their
personal handwritten notes, I am planning to continue the “Archaic” project further.
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